Our community

Female RC Pilots

What's so special about female RC pilots? There aren't as many of them as there should be! Read more to learn about a few talented women making inroads in the sport and hobby of model flying!

For members

Your Voice Matters

Casting a ballot in AMA's election is one of the many ways that AMA gives you a voice. Your ideas matter and by voting in an election, AMA Adult, Senior, Extra Family, and Life Members have the opportunity to impact the direction of the organization. Take advantage of this important membership benefit by participating in this year's election. Your ballot has been mailed to you and must be postmarked by November 9, 2017. Read more to view campaign statements from this year's candidates.

How-to

Turn Those Razor-Planed Shavings into Balsa for Propellers

If most of the shavings from razor-planing your glider wings ends up as scrap in the garbage can, you can now put that great wood to use! Read more to learn how to turn those razor-planed shavings into balsa for propellers!

New products

Microaces R.A.F SE5a

Joe Malinchak is a big fan of the Microaces line of kits because the model aircraft have amazing details and graphics that are fun to build. Read more to learn about this easy-to-fly, three-channel aircraft!

Technical

The Basics of Noise

Noise is one of the major issues threatening RC airfields and many other recreational activities. Read more to learn about sound and ways to reduce noise.